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Abstract
Nimble cultural training is a critical element of a military doctrine that emphasizes small, rapidresponse teams and a strategy that favors strong relationships with local populations.
Game-based training which features social simulation can be an excellent tool for immersive
acclimation, repetitive practice and exploratory learning.
However the game development process is expensive, slow and error-prone. Much of this is due
to a long inefficient development pipeline. This pipeline is necessitated because social experts
with no technical skills must rely on game development experts that do not understand the
social dynamics.
People Kit addresses this problem by introducing a new paradigm for social simulation. This
paradigm uses familiar, human concepts and a simple geometric representation of social space.
People Kit simulations are data-driven. Clear graphic tools make the modeling tasks simple
enough that they can be performed by non-technical individuals. Most of the pipeline can be
eliminated. The benefits include both greater efficiency and higher fidelity.
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Training Problem
New Demands on Military Personnel
The facts of life in the 21st century include new responsibilities for US military personnel. These
tasks require service members to engage foreign populations, and to assume roles usually held
by diplomatic, administrative and law-enforcement professionals.
Military humanitarian missions (eg: Haiti1, Myanmar2, Indonesia3) test cross-cultural skills, but the
real demands are experienced during modern asymmetric warfare.
Highly trained American fighting forces overran the Iraqi army in 2003. They were immediately
thrust into a role for which they were unprepared - maintaining civil peace in an alien culture.
This failure of training was highly consequential. Iraqi society looted its own capitol, and years
of chaos began. Unwinding the chaos has only become feasible as American officers and
enlisted personnel learned to engage the complex Iraqi culture.
In the more deliberate Afghanistan war, facts are different – but the problem is similar. The gulf
between American society and rural Pashtun culture challenges even career diplomats and aid
workers. But young American military personnel must succeed- not only in normal military
interactions with the local populations, but also as substitutes filling a shortfall of administrative
professionals.
American civilian sources cannot supply sufficient personnel to conduct the work to which we
have committed. Most civilians are unprepared for life in a war zone and their employers cannot
compel them to go. Current policy is to fill this gap with military personnel. Reservists whose
civilian skills approximate those needed for reconstruction are being assigned to rural
development jobs intended for civilians.4 Sophisticated cultural skills must be quickly added to
the reservist’s professional and military training.

Modern Missions require Cultural Training
A common thread in recent experience is the critical role of cross-cultural training. Training
programs are expected to prepare Americans to navigate the intricacies of cultures that are not
only alien to Americans, but more complex, more subtle, and more private than their native
American culture.
Trainees cannot simply learn about the relationship of nation with nation. They must learn the
relationships of different ethnicities within a single nation, between different tribes within one
ethnic group, between different clans within a tribe.
They must understand gender roles that most Western society abandoned in the middle ages.
They must learn new attitudes to age and youth. They must learn some rudiments of foreign
language and a very new vocabulary of non-verbal communication.
1
2
3
4

http://usunrome.usmission.gov/viewer/article.asp?idSite=1&article=/file2009_03/alia/a9032005.htm
http://www.reuters.com/article/latestCrisis/idUSN08377513
http://www.cfr.org/publication/7792/tsunami_disaster.html
http://www.armytimes.com/news/2009/04/ap_military_reservists_afghanistan_042309/
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Cultural Training gets expensive
Cross-cultural trainers must prepare Americans, often young Americans with limited experience,
for new rules of social interaction. This is labor intensive.
For example, military personnel in the joint National Training Center in Fort Irwin, CA receive
training prior to deployment to Iraq. The cultural component of their training takes the form of
exercises in mock Iraqi villages. These villages are inhabited by actors, all of whom are recent
Iraqi immigrants and refugees. It requires many actors to prepare a few trainees. It is easy to
see that this ratio cannot be cost-effective.
The military seeks more efficient methods to deliver effective training quickly to large numbers
of trainees. One promising option is simulation, particularly game based training.

Game Based Training
Game Based Training is a refinement of simulation training. A simulation provides an accurate
training environment for skill acquisition and practice. The scene is often quite detailed and
immersive, but it is generally a passive environment in which the trainer leads trainees through
a series of exercises.
In Game Based Training, the environment is highly responsive to the trainee’s action. The
simulation includes synthetic opponents and missions which can be won or lost.
Experimenting, trainees learn the consequences of various strategies and tactics.
Game designers communicate rapidly. The trainee understands a language (iconography,
kinetics, narrative, cinematics, control systems) established in entertainment games.
The digital game is a new medium and its use in training is only just beginning.
However traditional board games, from ancient abstractions (chess) to specialized hex-grid
battle simulations, have established the value of game based strategic training.

Game-Based Training is Rapid, Inexpensive and Reliable
The literature contains a rich lode of support for the contention that simulation-based
(especially game-based) training offers multiple advantages over traditional methods.
Rapid
Young trainees, familiar with the language of games, quickly assimilate lessons from a medium
they trust and enjoy, and which they navigate easily.
Inexpensive
Digital games are a mass medium, with inexpensive hardware costs. More significantly, they
require no labor cost for trainer or simulation support. Compared to live training, they avoid the
costs in manpower, fuel, facility and environment as well as personal risk.
Reliable
Games present the same content and same assessment techniques to all trainees.
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Game-based Training is really Slow, Expensive and Risky
The claimed advantages are real, but are realized only when the training is deployed. Before
deployment starts, development must be completed. Development offers none of the
advantages claimed by the advocates of game-based training5. Quite the contrary!
Slow
There are many steps in the development of game content, logic and technology.
Most steps must be done sequentially, often impeded by time-consuming approval steps. Most
of these steps are in addition to the steps of traditional training preparation.
Expensive
Highly trained specialists are required to supply needed technical development skills. They
struggle to render cultural dynamics about which they have limited understanding.
Risky

GameDev

Trainee
Game

Instructor

Design spec

SME

Interview

The long pipeline requires trainers to commit to pedagogic design decisions which cannot be
tested until late in the process. At that point, only superficial changes are practical.

TELEPHONE-TAG PIPELINE:
Knowledge flows from Subject Matter Expert to Instructional Designer (in an interview) and
from him (as a design specification) to the technical Game Development staff, who then pass
the knowledge (as game content) to the trainee.

Telephone-tag development is subject to error at multiple points. Distortion of the message is
almost inevitable.
Worst, a long serial pipeline prevents the development of just-in-time training.
Nimble development of fresh training material is key to military adaptivity.
In a world of rapidly shifting missions, adaptivity wins wars.

As a developer of military training games, GamesThatWork has experienced these frustrations
first-hand, and proposes the People Kit solution with much hope.

5

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=549502
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People Kit Solution
People Kit is designed to produce cultural simulations for use in training and research. It aims
to increase the efficiency of the development process as well as the fidelity and resilience of the
resulting simulation.
The innovative breakthrough of People Kit is its paradigm.
New Paradigm
In well structured “social space”, geometric operations easily explain social dynamics.
This is a simple natural framework, yet it simulates a complex society. Efficiencies of authorship
and verisimilitude of behavior both result from the elegance of this paradigm.
This orderly paradigm allows non-technical experts direct access to the simulation model. It is a
parametric (data-driven) model. A new People Kit simulation needs no new programming.
Instead, it requires new parameters – numeric factors which characterize relationships.
Human Factors
These factors are easily understood by anyone. People Kit represents social relationships in
familiar human terms. The successful simulation modeler does not require technology skills.
He needs a deep understanding of the truths of the society being modeled.
One benefit when Subject Matter Experts directly model the social simulation is efficiency.
Another benefit is increased fidelity, now that intermediaries no longer introduce distortion.
Relationship
Modeling Tool

Instructional
Designer

Lua; Functors;
Wizards

Game Developer

Collada;
C++

Trainee
Training Game

Subject Matter
Expert

PARALLEL PIPELINES: Each contributor directly applies expertise into game content.
The key to parallel development is the toolset. Each contributor is able to directly model the
simulation because a tool shares his perspective and matches his existing skill set6.
The tools are designed for rapid development. They are even designed to be enjoyable. Critical
development steps lend themselves to game-like tools.

6

Phase I produced the SME’s Relationship Modeling Tool. Phase II will introduce Mission Definition and
Assessment wizards for Instruction Designers, as well as Game Developer support.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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People Kit Teams
Each class of contributor applies a different skill set to the simulation.

Game Developer
Professional Game Developers encompass many technical disciplines ranging from artistic
design to hard core engineering. They are typically civilians with limited knowledge of the
training goals and less of the social dynamics being modeled. They are expensive.
Some games can be built without professional game developers, if the system permits. People
Kit invites Instructional Designers and Subject Matter Experts to “mod” the sim, reusing existing
content to create new training games.
Yet there will always be need for new game assets, new platforms, and new technology. People
Kit allows game professionals to develop in parallel with others, not sequentially.
Support for game development includes adherence to principles of platform independence and
open, widely accepted standards such as Collada, Lua, HLSL, etc.

Instructional Designer
The professional trainer or instructional designer brings the sense of military purpose as well as
pedagogic strategy to the product. Typically it is this person who directs both the Game
Developers and the Subject Matter Experts.
People Kit is designed to provide a valid, immersive and acutely responsive simulation. Players
will witness realistic interactions among the simulants, and will experience culturally accurate
responses to their own actions. Instructional designers can build missions, narratives and
assessments into this platform.

Subject Matter Expert (SME)
The SME is assumed to have deep knowledge of the subject society, or a fragment of it. The
SME is not assumed to have any technical knowledge (even basic computer skills). Nor is the
SME expected to understand the larger training context.
Example: A field researcher is preparing a People Kit model of an obscure culture. The
simulation will encompass two dozen social groups and sub groups.
He recruits Subject Matter Experts. Consider Naima, an older woman from one tribe in
the society being modeled. She has acquired a lifetime of observations and can provide
detailed information about relationships with each of the other types.
This Subject Matter Expert speaks no English, and the researcher speaks little of her
language. Naima is not literate in any language. She has seen computers and
videogames from a distance, but has never held a mouse.
The researcher and Naima have 60 minutes.
People Kit empowers the SME. It gives her a transcultural Relationship Modeling tool.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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People Kit Paradigm
People Kit is designed to model a social network and its emergent behavior.

People
In People Kit, the root of the social simulator is called People. This is a collection of every
Person who can interact in the simulation.
“People” includes every Person.
People is a list. It defines no social structure. Social structure is built Person by Person. Each
Person defines his position in the social framework.

Person
“Person” describes a position in the social network.
Each Person describes an identity. Identity is only meaningful in the context of other Persons.
In a detailed simulation, each individual may be described by a unique Person.

“Person” can describe multiple individuals.
Alternatively, multiple individuals in the simulation may share the same description. These
individuals begin the simulation with the same social position and receive identical treatment
from other individuals.
This simplification is useful for rapidly modeled simulations, and for minor individuals in large
simulations. For example, several older tribeswomen in a simulation might be instances of the
Older Female Bantu Person.
Individual instances of a Person begin with identical behavior. They differentiate as they
respond to circumstance and accumulate different experience. However since they instantiate a
single Person model, they cannot be distinguished by other entities in the simulation7.
Multiple instantiation allows a simulation to be built quickly, and lightly. It prevents the
duplication of data. Data duplication makes a simulation difficult to maintain and develop.
More importantly, multiple instantiation reduces the number of Persons in the system. Since
each Person defines a Relationship with each other Person, the simulation grows exponentially
as new Persons are added, and risks a combinatorial breakdown.

7

Phase II will explore the process of individuation. Initial experiments will allow an entity to recognize
individuals and to accumulate individual history. Excessive data growth may require pruning, aggregation
and generalization, which the People Kit framework already largely supports.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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“Person” can inherit the characteristics of another Person.
Inheritance offers all the advantages of multiple instantiation, along with the new benefit of
specialization. Inheritance allows a new Person to be defined as an extension of another. The
new Person inherits the all the characteristics of the base Person. The new Person then can
replace, extend or reduce this set of characteristics.
In modeling Somali society, the Bantu Elder Person may be a specialized version of the Somali
Bantu. The Somali Bantu may specialize African – which in turn specializes the Default Person.
At each step, the modeler adds only those characteristics which distinguish this Person from the
Person it specializes.

These characteristics of a Person are very simple:
“Person” is the sum of Relationships
People Kit describes Relationships between one Person and another. The only information that
the system has about each Person is this list of Relationships.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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This screenshot from the Relationship Modeling Tool shows the Isaaq Woman. She inherits from the generic Isaaq
(seen behind her). The Relationship Map shows that she is friendly to other Isaaq women, but considers herself
superior. She is obedient to her Isaaq Elders. She holds all Bantus in contempt, and fears the Marine.

Relationship
In People Kit, the Relationship is the core driving force of social behavior.
“Relationship” belongs to one Person
Between two Persons (A and B), there are two distinct Relationships:
• B’s Relationship to A: RA(B)
• A’s Relationship to B: RB(A)

RA(B) is what is seen by Person A.

RB(A) is seen by B.

“Relationship” seems reciprocal…
Person A believes that RB(A) is the mirror image of RA(B).

RA(B) = RB-1(A)

Each Person behaves as if the Other sees the same Relationship, although from the opposite
perspective. (This does not require that the Relationship is symmetrical. It only requires both
Persons to agree on the asymmetry.)
…but it ain’t.
Person A is wrong. RB(A) is independent of RA(B).

People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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The Other maintains his own Relationship data, which describe a distinct view of how the two
Persons relate. Neither realizes that the Other sees the Relationship differently.
This error models a common flaw in real human social logic.

Before 1941, Stalin considers Hitler a leader
and ally.

The upper right quadrant indicates positive
Dominance and positive Affinity. Stalin
believes that Hitler is more powerful than
he, but on his side.

However Hitler (plotting the Barbarossa
attack) has a different view of this
relationship.
Displayed in the lower left quadrant, Stalin
is considered a weak enemy.

“Relationship” has inheritance.
Person A can define his relationship with Person B as an extension of his relationship with
Person C. In that case, Person A does not need a fully defined relationship for Person B. He
will treat Person B exactly as he does C, except in those details where the Person B relationship
has been specialized.
This mechanism allows each Person to develop a private inheritance tree which characterizes all
the People in the simulation.
Relationship inheritance is subjective.
This private Relationship tree is different than the actual Person inheritance tree. The Person
will often construct a flawed inheritance model. For example, an inexperienced, untrained
Marine might consider all Africans pretty much the same.

People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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This error usefully models errors in real social dynamics.

Relationships exist in a Social Space
A real-world social relationship is exquisitely complex. It can never be fully characterized. But
to an arbitrary degree of accuracy, it can be described by a set of independent numeric
measures. Together, these uncorrelated data can be treated as the axes of an n-dimensional
space, within which any relationship can be located, at any snapshot in time.
Relationships can be Projected onto another Social Space
It is difficult to work with n-dimensional space. This is true for a mathematician and for a social
being. By reducing dimensionality, we gain tractability – while losing precision.
Consider the value of photography. A camera flattens a complex multidimensional subject to a
simple plane. This two dimensional version of reality is an approximation, but a useful one.
Much data has been lost, but the image still describes its subject. And unlike the real subject,
the two dimensional photo fits in your wallet.
There are many techniques for dimensional reduction.

Linear algebra can transform a highly dimensional system from its natural
coordinates (the measured data) into another space whose coordinates isolate
the system’s significance features. These new synthetic dimensions combine the
values of multiple metrics.
A much simpler approach is to identify the most significant natural dimensions
and discard the others. The success of this approach depends on the existence
of such significant dimensions. If they exist, they offer a distinct advantage:

People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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unlike the synthetic dimensions, the natural ones have names and are easily
understood by ordinary people.
Two-Dimensional spaces are especially attractive.

Dimensional reduction of a complex system like social status is arbitrary. It can
proceed as far as desired - yielding six dimensions, or one.
Our favorite tools for conceptualization: paper, whiteboard, computer screen, are
all two-dimensional. Reducing a problem space to two dimensions makes its
solution much easier.

Relationships can be evaluated in terms of Affinity and Control.
The search is for a minimal set of dimensions that usefully describe a social relationship. The
literature is offers a many solutions.

Dimensions of Personality
Psychometricians argue about this. Some authors8 list as many as 15 distinct dimensions of
personality. The famous Myers-Briggs test uses four. Two dimensional models are always
attractive. They fit on the page and the chalkboard. In the early 20th century, Spearman9 had
success with a two dimensional model emphasizing neuroticism and extroversion. In 1933, LL
Thurston10 built some consensus around the Big Five Model11 (five dimensions). However, in
the next generation, two-dimensional models12 again became popular, recast (and simplified)
as Circumplex Theory13 by the charismatic Timothy Leary14.
Two dimensional personality theory leads to dimensional relationships.15 Much of this is
described as "Interpersonal Circumplex” 16
The two dimensions are often known as Control and Affection, although some authors (like
Kemper and Leary) rename them. We call them Dominance and Affinity

8

The Posttraumatic Self; Wilson, JP; CRC Press, 2006 ISBN 0415950171
Dimensions of Personality; Eysenck, HJ ISBN 1560009853
10
The Vectors of Mind; Thurstone,LL; Psychological Review, 41, 1-32.
11
http://www.personalityresearch.org/bigfive.html
12
Conceptual and Methodological Issues in Testing the Circumplex Structure of Data in Personality and
Social Psychology; Fabrigar Personality and Social Psychology Review, Vol. 1, No. 3, 184-203 (1997)
13
Circumplex Models of Personality and Emotions; Plutchik, Conte (Ed) ISBN 1557983801
14
Introduction to the Special Series--Interpersonal Theory and the Interpersonal Circumplex: Timothy
Leary's Legacy; Strack, S; Journal of Personality Assessment, Vol. 66, 1996
9

15

http://www.symlog.com/internet/how_symlog_relates/Firo_B.htm.
The Fundamental Dimensions of Social Relationship: a Theoretical StatementKemper; Acta
Sociologica, Vol. 16, No. 1, 41-60 (1973)
16

http://www.interpersonalcircle.com/overview.htm
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A geometry of Power and Love.17
People Kit visualizes these dimensions consistently. The Relationship Map charts one Person’s
sense of the Other. Dominance is represented by theY coordinate. Affinity is X.
AFFINITY
LOVE

CONTROLLED

DOMINANCE

CONTROLLER

HATE

Relationship has a Position
At any point in time, each Person knows the apparent position of the Other.
• How much Affinity do they share?
• Who exerts Dominance over whom? – and how much?

This woman does not like me, and
she is a bit more powerful than I.

Prototypical relationships

LEADER

17

WARD

CAPTIVE

ENEMY

Timothy Leary’s terms.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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Relationship has a Goal
Each Person knows the Other’s position in each Relationship. The Person also maintains a Goal
for each Relationship. This Goal indicates an area18 of the relationship map where the Person
wants the Other to be.
When the Other is outside this comfort zone, the Person is driven to resolve the tension.

I hope to “win her over”.
I want her to like me much more,
and I want to be the one in control.

[This will require very powerful tactics.]

A Person’s behavior is entirely19 motivated to push each Relationship toward its Goal.
Relationship has a Strategy to attain its Goal.
In order to change the social position of the Other, a Person needs a Strategy. The Strategy
identifies Tactics which can change the position of the Other.
Since each Relationship has its own dynamics, each can have a unique Strategy20.
Strategy is a list of Tactics.
A Strategy is only a collection of those Tactics21 that are meaningful in this Relationship
Tactic links behavior to Response.
Each Tactic indicates a behavior that a Person can perform, and associates it with an expected
Response from the Other.
Actions are the atoms of behavior.
Behavior is scripted as one or more Actions22.
Actions are instructions that People Kit gives to the simulation engine. People Kit knows no
details of an Action - only the Response it may evoke.
The simulation engine guarantees that the Person will perform this Action in-scene, and that
every Person within sensing range will be aware of this Action

18
19
20
21
22

Phase II will have multiple, or non-rectangular areas.
Phase II will merge other goal oriented activity with the core social simulation.
A unique Strategy for each Relationship is only partially implemented in Phase I.
Phase II will explore more long term behavior in the Strategy.
In Phase I, only one Action can be treated.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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Response is a displacement in social space.
When a Person senses the Other’s Action, the Person reevaluates the Relationship, asking: How
is the Relationship changed by the Other’s behavior?

Response tells a Person how to react to behavior
If this Action demonstrates strength, the Person must increase the Other’s Dominance value in
his internal model. Or a contemptible Action by the Other might cause the Person to lower his
estimate of both Affinity and Dominance.

In this screenshot from the Relationship Modeling tool, the modeler has defined the SwingWeapon tactic. By
performing the SwingWeapon Action, the Other will be seen as more powerful and more hostile.

Response helps a Person choose the next behavior
The Person continually tries to improve his own social position.
To do so, the Person evaluates all the Relationships. How far is each from its Goal? Which
Tactic moves the Relationship closest to the Goal? How much improvement is it? Which of the
Relationships has the greatest opportunity to improve the Person’s status?
These answers require an accurate estimation of the effect of each Tactic on the Other.

People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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…because the Person assumes the Other responds as he would.
The Person uses his own Responses when estimating how the Other will Respond.
This is another happy discovery. This shortcut in People Kit processing mimics a shortcut in
human thinking. In both cases, it is easier to consider that the Other responds just like we
might. And in both cases we are often wrong.
Modeling faulty human reasoning is as important as any other part of the simulation.

People Kit simulation screenshot: Two arguments.

Person communicates through Action
The only way that one Person can affect another in the People Kit simulation is by performing
an Action. The Action is visible on screen. It is also visible to every Person in the simulation who
is within sensing range. (Visible actions must lie in the view frustum, audible ones within a
certain range.)
Each Person that witnesses the Action adjusts his relationship to that actor. The response is
determined by the responder consulting his own Tactics.

People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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Non Verbal Communication
Gesture

Posture

Proxemics

Facial Expression
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Extreme Subject Matter Experts
Bigoted SME
An informant who reflects the worst bigotry of her culture may seem an unlikely contributor to
an accurate and fair multi-cultural simulation. But prejudice powers People Kit!
This informant can help model her own group and its view of other groups.
Bigoted informants from each group will yield a sharp, clear simulation. This simulation might
exaggerate the interactions, but it will certainly elucidate them. A trainer may prefer such
lucidity to nuanced fidelity.

Naïve SME
While the abstraction of x,y graphing seems intuitive to readers of this document, it is not. It
must be learned. After all, before Descartes taught it, it was unknown to anyone.
In Western societies, elementary school students learn that any value can be expressed as the
distance along a line, and that two values can be expressed together as a position on a plane.
A Subject Matter Expert from a different culture may not have this intellectual tool. Certainly such
a SME can still possess valuable insight. Someone without Western education will be no less
sensitive to the dynamics of her society, nor wise in their implications.
If she does not know the intellectual abstraction of Cartesian coordinates, she does not need to
learn it.
People Kit Reskinned
An alternative interface adapts the People Kit Relationship Tool to this non-Western SME.

SME sets Dominance by adjusting the relative size of the Other.

People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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SME indicates Affinity by altering the cartoon attitude of the Other.

Multiple SMEs
One advantage of the game-like interface of the People Kit Relationship Tool is that a large
amount of data can be practically collected. Informants can easily learn the tool and enjoy the
process, yielding useful model data in little time. This means that a researcher can afford to
collect data from multiple sources.
While good results can result from a single informant, larger samples yield more fidelity23.
Individual gaps in observation or social understanding, as well as simple user errors, can be
eliminated by aggregating the results of several informants.
In the simplest case, the numeric values that characterize the People Kit model now use the
statistical average of data from multiple informants. This approximates a consensus. But
multiple informants hold out greater promise than this. Averaging may not suffice:
A researcher might sample fifteen Somali Bantus (an ethnic group in Somalia whose
position approximates slavery). Most reflect a comfortable acceptance of the dominant
Cushites. Several are actively resentful.
The weighted average yields a Person that does not exist – a slightly outraged Bantu.
Instead, the alert researcher will create a new Person. He will specialize the Bantu
Person and add a new Angry Bantu to the People Kit simulation.

Analytic Techniques
Established statistical techniques, ie: cluster analysis24, can automate the decision between
averaging values and creating new classes. Hierarchical clustering is particularly well-suited to
the People Kit model, and will yield useful new Persons.

23
24

In Phase II
Romesburg, H. Clarles, Cluster Analysis for Researchers, 2004, 340 pp. ISBN 1-4116-0617-5,
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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Platform Independent Architecture
Platform Independence
People Kit is designed as a platform independent social simulation.
It runs on top of a full simulator scene synthesis environment or game engine.

Engine Independence
It was developed using the Works engine, but avoids special features.
The People Kit simulation process is external to the Works engine. It is written in a platformindependent scripting language (Lua) which well-accepted in the game industry and is available
on a large majority of engines.
Lua Scripting
By modifying the Lua-scripted interface, an engineer can port People Kit to another simulation.
Some primitives (animation, locomotion, message passing) will need to be available in the
engine, or their absence can be accommodated in the Lua process.

Open Data Format
People Kit data files are open, human-friendly XML files. These are being modified to better
comply with open data standards. This can be developed as an extension to Collada25.
Standards Compliance
Collada is a platform independent, vendor-independent standard for digital content creation26. It
is the heir to a line of standards which include VRML, VRML97, X3D, U3D and 3DMLW.
The DoD is a strong proponent of open standards, and the Navy Postgraduate School (NPS), a
thought leader, has thrown its weight behind VRML, VMRL97 and now X3D. X3D’s adherents
never expanded beyond academia and quasi-academic laboratories. Instead, the Collada
standard has a growing acceptance in the game industry. Most systems that support X3D also
support Collada, but the reverse is not true. It is expected that the NPS itself will soon move to
Collada, and this project initiates GamesThatWork’s commitment to that standard.
By choosing a content standard supported by many engines (COTS and open source)27, People
Kit greatly increases the ease with which an entire simulation, not simply the People Kit
component (social AI) can be moved from one platform to another.

25

This is incomplete in Phase I
Supporting applications include Maya; 3ds Max; Poser; LightWave 3D, Cinema 4D; Softimage|XSI; Side
Effect's Houdini; MeshLab; SketchUp, Blender and Strata 3D.
27
Such engines include Torque, Unity, Horde3D, OGRE, C4Engine, AgentFX, Multiverse,
26

PhyreEngine, and CryEngine
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Exemplar Simulation: Proof of Concept

People Kit test runs were performed in a special-built simulation of a Somali Refugee Camp.
It featured a Cushite Man and Woman, an older Somali Bantu man and a US Marine.
Each has a repertoire of over 150 different Actions, created for this simulation using Motion
Capture technology. This affords each Person a rich vocabulary of non-verbal communication.
Scenario
The three Africans are talking when the US Marine approaches. They then jockey for position as
they each try to be the one person who speaks directly to the Marine. If they cannot win this
competition, they want to be the one who supported the winner. They do not want to be the
one who attempted to lead the group, and failed.
The Test
People
•
•
•

Kit is a success if
Natural, believable interactions emerge
The results from the same start are relatively deterministic but not identical
Different starting conditions produce different results.
The Results

The interplay between the simulants was lively, fluid and convincing. Restarting the simulation
usually (but not always) led to the same outcome, although it took longer.
Subtle changes in the woman’s loyalty will predictably lead to different outcomes.
Bonus Experiment: The Marine can quell an argument between the two men when programmed
to calmly enforce peace. But when programmed to overpower the men, fights break out.
People Kit : HSCB Modeling Game-based Simulation
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Project Notes:
The Emergence of People Kit
We began with a commitment to make game development easy for non-programmers.
This commitment is hardly unique. Everyone says that.
Like most developers, we followed the traditional route. We offered a scripting interface for
non-professionals. Compared with real programming languages (c++, Java, etc), scripting
languages demand little effort. You can express game logic, while ignoring the tough software
engineering issues: data-types, memory management, etc. The language is simple and similar
to English. The system is very tolerant of errors.
Among such scripting languages, Lua is a perennial favorite in the game industry. Simple and
forgiving, it is embedded in several commercial game engines. Smart players teach themselves
Lua to “mod” their favorite games. Professionals use it too. Game studios use Lua-based
engines so that scripters can encode game logic, reserving expensive programmer time to
develop core technology in C++.
In Phase I, we introduced Lua functionality into our Works game engine. We employed a very
accomplished commercial game designer (Ken Lightner) to develop an engaging HSCB
simulation using this Lua functionality.
Lightner worked with Gus Romero and Jesse Jacobson to develop a general social simulation.
By creating his code in Lua, Lightner was building a framework in open source. Others could
develop specific simulations for particular societies by modding Lightner’s exposed Lua script.
We programmers consider Lua easy. But other people, who do not compare it with professional
languages, don’t see why. It’s hard for them. They must learn the language. More
challengingly, they must develop a procedural expression for each behavior in the system. It is
not easy for non-programmers to express the logical procedure for natural behaviors. This is
especially true of freeform social behavior.
This was made clear to us when we assigned a less skilled game designer (Hoyt Jolly) to create
the first specific scenario from Lightner’s generic system. Jolly is intelligent – he has
demonstrated a degree of development skills using a simple platform (GameMaker).
Still modding the Lua script proved too difficult for him. He produced nothing useful.
This experience was pivotal to the project. In analyzing Jolly’s frustration, the team began to
think more about a simple geometric expression of social space.
The nature of this geometry became increasingly clear. It was possible to calculate social
dynamics as vectors. We had a method to abstract the interesting elements of social
relationships as locations, areas and vectors in this mapping. As our thinking solidified,
simulation modeling changed from a script process to one of data definition.
And it worked. Using this new paradigm, Jolly was able to create simulations quickly, and to
balance them to demonstrate the various social dynamics we assigned to him.
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Phase II Aspirations
Phase I progress has been bountiful:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative Cognitive Architecture for Social Reasoning .
New methodology to integrate Subject Matter Experts.
Transcultural instrument for Relationship Modeling.
Functional Simulation Engine exercises the new architecture
New Simulation (Somali Refugee Camp) tests the new engine.
Four new characters for the Somali simulation
173 new individual actions created for the Somali characters

Some Phase II goals:
Human Subject Testing
Real world testing of the tools and the resulting training simulation
Statistical Analysis of SME Data
Can large sets of subjective data produce validated impartial simulations?
Speech
Beyond non-verbal communication: Multilingual speech in and out (ASR/TTS)
Mission Definition
Extending the paradigm (and authoring tools) to integrate nonsocial motivation.
After Action Analysis
Tools which permit players to review simulation, identify turning points, etc.
Assessment
Measuring performance and progress.
Cartoon Interface to Relationship Modeling Tool
Relationship Visualization as alternative (or supplement) to Cartesian graph. (Test!)
Collada
This standard requires complete integration and disciplined extension
Non-rectangular areas.
Active regions in social space are now rectilinear. More control is needed
Strategy for each Relationship
Only half implemented now. Perhaps even multiple strategies, with distinct goals?
Long Term Strategy
Now the Person looks ahead just one move. Why not more? Why not game theoretical?
Sophisticated Actions
Further development of: Action chains, predicated Actions, algorithmic Actions
Individuation
Do we need to distinguish between an archetype and an instantiation?
Active Player
More things that the Player can do in-game with his avatar.
Multiplayer
Multiple humans among the simulants.
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This project is dedicated to the memory of Sophy Chhay.
No better companion at work or play.
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